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Abstract!
 
Internet of Things (IoT) has been growing over the last few years in multiple 
applications and due to the high consumption of the GPS for tracking capabilities, an 
innovative opportunity arises. 
This thesis aims to design and implement a tracking IoT system in a LPWAN 
which is capable of transmitting the current position using low power technologies such 
as LoRa. 
The whole system consisted of an end-node, four gateways, a server and a java 
application to store the obtained data in a MySQL database. A GPS was also used in the 
end-node to obtain the error in the estimated position computed by the multilateration 
algorithm. The data was analyzed in Matlab to present results of the accuracy. 
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1!INTRODUCTION!
 
 
Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWANs) are becoming more popular due to 
the growth of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies such as LoRa or SIGFOX. 
LPWANs are mainly characterized by three features [1]: 
R! The long range that can be reached, up to 50 km in rural areas and 10 km in 
urban areas, when the SIGFOX technology is used [2]. The sensitivity of the 
receivers (-130 dBm) is higher than that of traditional wireless technologies 
(between -90 dBm and -110 dBm). Consequently, the total path of the link 
budget could reach up to 160 dB. 
R! The low data rate, which usually ranges from 10 bps to 50 kbps depending on 
the deployed technology. Therefore, the maximum size of the payload that can 
be transmitted is around 256 bytes in order to fulfil the duty cycle [3]. 
R! The low power consumption: the end-nodes only use the network when data has 
to be transmitted, which results in a very long battery lifetime (using a 2.5 Ah 
battery) of up to 10 years. 
The use of IoT in LPWANs is a powerful system that is currently implemented in 
a wide variety of fields, such as medical and manufacturing sectors, sport activities, 
scientific studies or home automation, mainly driven by the low cost of the devices. 
According to a BI Intelligence report, 34 billion devices will be connected to the 
internet by 2020, which is more than 4 devices for every human on earth, since the 
global population is estimated to be 8 billion by then [4]. 
Another report by Ericsson presents a similar forecast and predicts that there will 
be around 28 billion connected devices in 2021. IoT devices are expected to increase at 
a CAGR (Compounded Annual Growth Rate) of 23% from 2015 to 2021 due to new 
use cases. Cellular IoT devices are expected to have the highest growth as a result of the 
interest of the telecom companies and also due to 3GPP standardization of cellular IoT. 
This type of end-nodes has some advantages over the non-cellular one: for example, in 
terms of security issues and device management [5]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Ericsson’s estimation of connected devices [5] 
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1.1# Motivation#
In the next few years, more than half of IoT applications, like tracking devices or 
smart cities, will need geolocation. However, up until now only GPS is available, whose 
features are different from LoRaWAN technology. 
Nowadays, there are cheap GPS receivers available on the market, but their main 
problem is their battery lifetime. These devices run out of energy quickly, so in a few 
days they need to be recharged. The current consumption of a GPS receiver is about 30-
50 mA, far from the energy required in IoT devices. For instance, a LoRaWAN module 
working at a 868 MHz band consumes 2.8 mA, 38.9 mA and 14.2 mA in the “on” state, 
transmitting data and receiving data, respectively [6]. 
Therefore, the idea of the project arises from the need of designing a low-power 
consumption system capable of transmitting the location without GPS. At this point, the 
IoT technology plays an important role since it is also considered to be the next 
revolution in communications. 
A low-cost device capable of sending the current position with a long battery 
lifetime would be useful for many of applications in everyday life. For example, a lot of 
bicycles are being stolen every day around the world: without having to recharge the 
battery every 2 or 3 days, it would be possible to track them. Moreover, parents could 
use this device to watch their children when they are playing outside. Tracking pets like 
dogs, cats or even birds could be another application for the system. Finally, it would 
also be useful to take care of elderly people who no longer fend for themselves. 
 
 
1.2# State#of#the#Art#
Researchers are increasingly studying new tracking systems to be applied mainly 
on farming and animal monitoring. Studies and reports have been published over the 
last years showing several techniques, but all of them need the GPS to transmit the 
location.  
GNSS collars were used for animal geolocation and also to monitor their 
behavior, health and complementary information. In order to face the high-energy 
consumption, the positions of the animals were acquired only hourly, so the autonomy 
was better, up to 7 months. SIGFOX was the IoT technology used to transmit the 
information from the GNSS collars due to its great features such as long range, low rate 
and low power consumption. A user platform was also used, composed of a MySQL 
database, a Tomcat server, the SIGFOX backend, a set of Java web services and an 
HTML5 web interface with maps [7]. 
In other experiments to monitor cattle behavior in the environment, GPS collars 
are combined with satellite images in a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). Therefore, the 
location and the behavioral preferences are acquired by GPS and remote sensing is used 
in order to understand the interactions with the landscape [8]. 
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The system called wildCENSE was developed mainly to track deer using different 
kinds of sensors (WSN): a light sensor, a temperature sensor, a humidity sensor, an 
accelerometer and a GPS receiver. An XBEE transceiver was used for communication 
and a Li-ion battery with a solar rechargeable circuit was implemented to solve the 
battery lifetime issue [9]. Considering that each node took measurements every 3 hours, 
Figure 1.2 illustrates the power requirements of various components of the node. 
Almost half of the power (43.65%) was drained by the GPS receiver. This clearly shows 
that removing the GPS from the system would reduce drastically the consumption of the 
whole device. 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Power consumption breakdown of a wildCENSE node [9] 
 
Regarding the research in another field, for example the theft of bicycles, there are 
some products on the market offering the possibility to track your bicycle. For instance, 
Sherlock, which is a small and compact bar that fits to handlebars of all shapes. It uses a 
GPS and is connected to a mobile app that tracks the bicycle in real-time. According to 
the company, the battery lasts up to one week on a single charge. It also contains a 
gyroscope to detect movement of the bicycle.  This “invisible GPS” is still in test phase 
and it will be released in the next months [10].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Sherlock bar (a) 
Figure 1.4 Sherlock bar (b) 
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Figure 1.7 Spylamb 
tracker (715 DKK) Figure 1.6 Seatpost tracker (715 DKK) 
Figure 1.5 Top cap 
tracker (845 DKK) 
Spybike is already on the market and offers three different kinds of trackers, 
depending on the shape (see Figure 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7). The embedded anti-theft GPS has 
an accuracy of 5-25 meters and uses the GSM band to send SMS messages. A pre-pay 
SIM card is included with a monthly cost of 30 DKK. Spybike also offers a web 
platform to track the bicycle in real-time. The prices of the products start at 715 DKK 
[11].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A French company called Connected Cycle is going to lunch “pedal” this year, an 
innovative product which records the speed, route, incline and calories burned on each 
trip. It also includes an accelerometer to detect movement and a GPS in order to display 
the user’s position at any time. These sophisticated pedals do not need to be recharged 
thanks to its unique bike electric circuit [12].  
 
 
Figure 1.8 Connected Cycle pedal 
 
Other companies such as Helios [13] or Lattis [14] are selling products with 
similar features: a GPS receiver, an accelerometer or gyroscope, a smart battery and a 
GSM or Bluetooth connection. However, none of them implement IoT for tracking 
stolen bikes. 
Some smart devices with embedded GPS receivers for elderly people and children 
are also available in the market, such as bracelets and watches. 
Various studies about LoRa technology for geolocation have been carried out in 
recent years, in which Sagemcom obtained good accuracy results (up to 4 meters). 
However, 42 gateways were used in a hexagonal layout to improve the results. The 
signal from the end-node was received by at least 10 gateways, when the data rate was 
at the highest. [15]  
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1.3# Methodology#
The methodology used in this project is based mainly on experimental work. A 
brief research was conducted at the beginning to be aware of the state of the art in 
tracking devices and geolocation techniques. 
The scheme of the system has continuously changed due to the limitations, 
advantages and drawbacks in each part of the project, which are described in the 
following pages. 
The application was programmed in Java with the software Netbeans and the data 
was stored in a MySQL database. Both programs were used because I was already 
familiarized with them. 
The results on accuracy were obtained using the software MATLAB, since it is a 
powerful data processing tool. All MATLAB code can be found in Appendix E. 
 
 
1.4# Thesis#outline#
The structure of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an 
overview of the main IoT technologies: LoRa and SIGFOX.  It includes the reasons for 
choosing LoRa, as well as a description of the LoRaWAN protocol. 
In chapter 3, the entire tracking IoT system is explained: the end-node, the 
gateways, the server and the third-party application.  
Chapter 4 explains the two different designed algorithms to estimate the position: 
a non-iterative technique and an iterative one, both based on multilateration. A method 
for detecting outliers in the observed data is also analyzed beforehand. 
Chapter 5 presents the results obtained from the algorithms explained in the 
previous chapter: for instance, the localization accuracy and the number of samples 
needed to achieve such accuracy in a confidence interval. 
Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions of the project and suggests some 
lines of future work. 
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2!OVERVIEW!OF!IOT!TECHNOLOGIES!
 
 
IoT technologies in LPWANs are growing and improving fast, and they are 
currently present in the market: Nwave, LTE-M or Weightless-N are some examples. 
However, SIGFOX and LoRa are the two best-known technologies, with the highest 
deployment and with the best-defined features. 
All information about the other technologies is not yet available and they will be 
launched in the next months. For this reason, SIGFOX and LoRa are analyzed taking 
into account the two main requirements of the project: 
R! Feasibility of tracking; 
R! Low power consumption in order to cope with the GPS. 
 
 
2.1# SIGFOX#vs.#LoRa#
Both technologies have their own infrastructure, so the user does not need to 
deploy new antennas over the region where the end-node is going to work. They also 
operate in the same unlicensed bands: 868 in Europe and 815 in the US. The topology 
of the network is the same as in all other IoT technologies: star. The central node is the 
gateway and the surrounding elements are the end-nodes. 
One of the main differences between them is the bandwidth employed in the 
communication. SIGFOX uses an ultra-narrowband bandwidth (UNB), which allows 
for larger range since there is less noise in the channel. The noise spreads through the 
spectrum, so if the bandwidth is wide as the one employed in LoRa, the noise will be 
big as well. Regarding the payload, SIGFOX does not allow to transmit more than 12 
bytes per packet, while LoRa can transmit up to 255 bytes [2] [3]. The data rate in LoRa 
(50 kbps) is also higher than the one in SIGFOX (100 bps), which allows to send more 
data in less time. 
One of the main reasons why those technologies are low-power is the type of 
synchronization implemented. The devices only listen to the medium after each 
transmission, instead of continuously listen like other technologies do. 
The main features for each technology are summarized in Table 2.1.  
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!
SIGFOX! LoRa!
Modulation2 Ultra'Narrow!Band!BPSK! Chip!Spread!Spectrum!modulation!(CSS)!
Bandwidth2per2channel2
100Hz! EU:!125!kHz!and!250!kHz!
US:!125!kHz!and!500!kHz!
Frequency2Band2
EU:!Unlicensed!868!MHz!
US:!Unlicensed!915!MHz!
EU:!Unlicensed!433,!868!MHz!
US:!Unlicensed!915!MHz!
Link2budget2 162!dB! 155!dB!
Data2Rate2 100!bps! From!250!bps!to!50!kbps!
Limitation2msgs/day2 140!msgs/day! Unlimited!
Packet2Size2 12!bytes! Up!to!255!bytes!
Synchronization2 Asynchronous! Asynchronous!
Network2characteristics:2 Star! Star!
Security2issues2 Frequency!hopping!and!antireplay.!No!encryption! 128!bits!AES!encryption!
Open2Source?2 No! Yes!
REST2APIs?2Servers?2 REST!API!SIGFOX,!!SIGFOX!servers,!…! TTN,!API!Google!Maps,!…!
Range2
Rural:!30'50!km.!
Urban:!3'10!km!
Rural:!10'15!km!
Urban:!3'5!km!
Scalable2 Yes! Yes!
Feasibility2of2tracking2 No!information!about!it! Yes,!some!studies!about!it!
Price2 Low! Low!
Table 2.1 Comparison between SIGFOX and LoRa 
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LoRa was selected as the IoT technology for the tracking system due to several 
reasons: 
$! Range: SIGFOX has a better range (from 10 to 15 km), but the range in LoRa is 
enough for the purpose of the project. 
$! Open Source: There is a lot of information about its implementation, layers, 
packet structures, protocols of communication and other features of LoRa. 
$! Tracking capability: Recent studies prove the possibility to perform 
geolocation in LoRa, as explained in section 1.2, while no information is found 
about SIGFOX. 
$! Bandwidth: The bandwidth in LoRa is bigger, so it is better to distinguish 
different paths from the same signal (useful for tracking capabilities in urban 
scenarios where reflections are present) [16]. 
 
 
2.2# LoRaWAN#
First of all, it is important to distinguish the difference between LoRa and 
LoRaWAN. As a first approach, LoRa refers to the physical layer and LoRaWAN to the 
upper layers in the OSI model (Figure 2.1). 
LoRa (Long Range) is a modulation based on a variation of chirp spread spectrum 
(CSS) with integrated forward error connection (FEC). Therefore, it uses the entire 
channel bandwidth to broadcast a signal, making it robust to the channel noise and 
resistant to multipath, fading and the Doppler effect, even at low power. In the CSS 
modulation, 6 spreading factors (SF) are defined, from SF = 7 to SF = 12, that ensure 
orthogonal transmissions at different data rates. 
LoRaWAN is a media access control (MAC) protocol designed to allow low-
powered devices to communicate with Internet connected applications over LPWAN. It 
is fully bidirectional and was architected by security experts to ensure reliability and 
safety. LoRaWAN can be mapped to the second and third layer of the OSI model. It is 
implemented on top of LoRa modulation. The LoRaWAN protocol is defined and 
standardized by the LoRa Alliance. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 LoRaWAN stack [3] 
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At the medium access sublayer, LoRaWAN supports three types of devices 
according to their functionality: 
$! Class A devices use pure ALOHA access for the uplink, followed by two short 
downlink receive windows at predefined intervals (1 s and 2 s). Uplink 
messages can be sent at any time randomly. If the server does not respond in 
either of these receive windows, the next opportunity will be after the next 
uplink transmission from the device (Figure 2.2). 
$! Class B devices are synchronized using periodic beacons sent by the gateway to 
allow the schedule of receive windows for downlink messages from the server. 
$! Class C devices are always listening to the channel except when they transmit. 
Consequently, they consume much more energy than Class A devices. 
Although the three classes are defined in the standardization, only class A must be 
implemented in all end-nodes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The network channels can be freely selected by the network operator. However, 
three default channels must be implemented in the EU 868MHz band. These channels 
are 868.1, 868.3 and 868.5 MHz. 
The data rate depends on the bandwidth and the spreading factor. LoRaWAN can 
use channels with a bandwidth of 125 kHz, 250 kHz or 500 kHz depending on the 
region, as described in Table 2.1. The spreading factor is chosen by the end-device and 
influences the amount of time it takes to transmit a symbol, as can be seen in the 
following equation: 
 
!"#$ = 2'()* (2.1) 
 
The value of the data rate has also an impact in the sensitivity of the device. 
Transmitting a low data rate, allows a higher range. However, end-nodes can transmit 
on any channel available at any time fulfilling the duty cycle specific for each sub-band 
(1% or 0.1% in Europe). This also apples to gateways. The European 
Figure 2.2 Receive windows Class A [3] 
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Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI) imposes such frequency specifications. 
This intends to make the network smarter in scheduling messages on gateways that are 
less busy or on channels that have a higher duty cycle. 
The duty cycle is defined as the percentage of time in which the channel can be 
occupied: 
 
+ = !,-.!,-. + !011 (2.2) 
 
For instance, for a duty cycle (d) of 1% and a time required to transmit a packet 
(time on air, Tair) of 100 ms, the channel will be unavailable (Toff) for 9.9 s. 
Therefore, the data rate is a trade-off between range and duty cycle. If the data 
rate is low, packets will be in the air for a longer time and consequently the channel will 
be unavailable for a longer time, but the range will be larger. 
In order to maximize the battery life of end-nodes and overall network capacity, 
the LoRaWAN network infrastructure manages the data rate and RF output for each 
end-device individually by means of an ADR (Adaptive Data Rate) algorithm. 
ETSI also restricts the maximum allowed power that can be transmitted in the 
unlicensed band of 868 MHz to 14 dBm. 
There are several identifiers and keys that are exchanged during the activation 
procedure of an end-node: 
$! Device EUI: The 64-bit device identifier. IEEE EUI64 address space that 
uniquely identifies the end-device. 
$! Device Address: 32 bits to identify the device in the joined network (not 
unique).  
$! Application EUI: Global application ID in IEEE EUI64 address space that 
uniquely identifies the application provider of the end-device. 
$! Application Key: Identifier used to derive the next two session keys during the 
activation procedure. 
$! Application Session Key: 128-bit key, which ensures end-to-end security on 
the application level and encrypts the payload. It is sent by the server (Figure 
2.4). 
$! Network Session Key: 128-bit key, which ensures security on the network 
level, encrypts messages and is also sent by the server. 
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An end-node willing to join a LoRaWAN network has to be personalized and 
activated. The activation can be achieved in two ways: 
$! Over-The-Air (OTAA): This is the most secured way to connect to the 
network. Devices only set the application EUI and the application key. During 
the join procedure, a dynamic device address is assigned and the application and 
network session key are randomly generated by the server. 
$! ABP (Activation By Personalization): The device address and the two session 
keys are directly stored in the end-device. Therefore, the end-node is equipped 
with the required information for participating in the LoRa network when 
started. This type of procedure can compromise the security of the 
communications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Application and session keys 
Figure 2.4 Encryption of the payload 
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3!SYSTEM!DESIGN!
 
 
The overall system consisted mainly of four blocks: an end-node or transmitter, 
four gateways, a server and a third-party application (Figure 3.1). It is important to 
notice that the algorithm could be applied also with three gateways instead of four, but 
the accuracy will be lower. The end-node sent the data over the air using the LoRaWAN 
protocol and the gateways that were close enough (around 5 km) received the data. 
Then, the gateways forwarded the packets via UDP/IP to the server, together with 
information from the received signal such as the exact time when the packet was 
received, the RSSI, the working frequency, etc. Afterwards, the server processed the 
data from the different gateways and routed the messages to the application using a 
MQTT client. Finally, the algorithm to estimate the position was applied in the third-
party application. 
The algorithm is explained in more detail in the next section (4. Algorithm). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1# End0node#
The end-node was responsible for sending the data acquired from a GPS receiver 
over the air through a LoRaWAN module. 
The code implemented in the end-node can be found in Appendix B. 
 
End$node Gateways Server Application
Figure 3.1 Elements of the whole system  
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3.1.1! Waspmote!
The Waspmote (v1.2) was the main device of the end-node, so it processed and 
gathered information from the other modules. The Waspmote’s core is based on the 
Atmel ATmega1281 microcontroller and is suitable for IoT applications. The modular 
architecture allows to integrate only the modules needed in each situation. 
Waspmote was selected as the core processor because of its low power 
consumption, which was one of the main requirements of the system. The feasibility for 
allowing to connect a LoRaWAN module was also relevant for choosing this device.  
The Waspmote IDE, provided by the Libelium company, was used for writing 
code and uploading it to the Waspmote board. All libraries needed for the software 
compilation are in the IDE. The program structure is always divided into two basic parts 
with sequential execution: setup and loop. The setup is executed once, when the code is 
initialized. At this point, the GPS receiver and the LoRaWAN module were initialized. 
The part named “loop” runs continuously, forming an infinite loop. In this part, GPS 
coordinates were received and such information was transmitted approximately every 
10 seconds over the LoRaWAN. Therefore, the Waspmote parsed the coordinates and 
transmitted them as a payload in the packet. 
The LoRaWAN module only allows to transmit hexadecimal characters, so 11 
bytes were sent in each packet with the following structure: 
$! 5 bytes for the latitude without commas. 
$! 4 bits for the direction of the latitude: North (= 1) or South (= 2). 
$! 5 bytes for the longitude without commas. 
$! 4 bits for the direction of the longitude: East (= 1) or West (= 2). 
The next figure shows an example of how the matching between the received GPS 
coordinates and the transmitted payload would be. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1.2! GPS!receiver!
The main function of the GPS receiver was to obtain the current position of the 
end-node, that is, to acquire the latitude and longitude coordinates. 
All features and technical parameters can be read in the datasheet [17]. 
 
Latitude: 2236.91418 N
Longitude:B11403.24669BW
0223691418111403246692
Figure 3.2 GPS coordinates in the payload 
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The NMEA0183 protocol to transmit all the gathered data is used by the GPS. As 
the only important data needed for the device was the latitude and longitude values, the 
GPGLL message was selected. The output format is the following one: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The connection between the Waspmote and the GPS was made through an 
asynchronous serial communication, UART. Therefore, just two wires were needed: one 
for transmitting data and another for receiving.  
A custom library was designed to manage this connection, which can be read in 
the Appendix B. 
!
3.1.3! LoRaWAN!module!
The LoRaWAN module transmitted the GPS coordinates over the air to be 
received by any gateway. 
The following parameter configuration was used in order to initialize the 
LoRaWAN module: 
$! Setting the main identifiers for joining the network using the OTAA, like the 
device EUI (identifier of the end-node), the application EUI (identifier of the 
application) and the application key (used to exchange the network and 
application session keys). 
$! Configuration of the hardware parameters: maximum power (14 dBm), working 
frequency (868 MHz) and adaptive data rate to maximize the battery life and the 
Figure 3.3 GPS receiver 
Figure 3.4 GPGLL output format 
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overall network capacity. The network server was managing the data rate 
depending on the conditions of the channel. 
 
 
 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Two antennas were tested and the one with the largest gain was chosen in order to 
ensure a good coverage. The first one was the black antenna (Figure 3.5) and had a gain 
of 2.5 dB (4.5 dBi), whereas the other one was bigger and had a gain of 3 dB (5 dBi). 
A custom library can also be found in the Appendix B together with the GPS and 
the Waspmote code, as mentioned above. 
 
 
3.2# Gateways#
The main function of the four gateways was to route the data received from the 
end-node to the server via UDP / IP. In order to estimate the location of the device, the 
received time of the packet from each gateway was needed to apply the multilateration 
algorithm. 
There are several gateways supporting LoRa technology on the market. The 
chosen one was Kerlink because a GPS receiver is embedded in the gateway. Therefore, 
all gateways are synchronized by using the timestamp from the GPS satellites. 
The protocol between the gateway and the server is set in a binary file called 
“packet forwarder” that runs inside the gateway. There is no authentication of the 
gateway nor the server, and the acknowledges are only used for network quality 
assessment, not to correct lost packets. Some types of packets are exchanged between 
the gateway and the server. Since the purpose of the thesis was not to explain the whole 
protocol, the overall description can be found in the references [18]. One of the packet 
exchanged contains the payload of the packet received from the end-node. This is 
transmitted in a JSON object called “rxpk” (Figure 3.6). The “time” field contains the 
information which is relevant for the algorithm. Furthermore, other information about 
the received signal is forwarded to the server: the data rate, the received power (RSSI), 
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or the coding rate.  
Figure 3.5 Waspmote with the LoRaWAN module 
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At the beginning, the value set in the “time” field had microseconds accuracy, 
which means around 300 meters in distance. Consequently, in order to enhance the 
accuracy, the binary file was modified to have nanoseconds (0.3 meters): 
 
 
The %06 field was changed to %09 and the 1000 was removed from 
(pkt_utc_time.tv_nsec)/1000. This procedure was not easy, since all raw C code had to 
be cross-compiled on a Linux system using an ARM toolchain provided by Kerlink. 
The C code that provides the binary file and the steps on how to do the cross 
compilation can be found in a GitHub repository [19] and also in Appendix C. 
However, even solving this problem to have a better accuracy, the clock of the gateway 
is not fast enough to set an accurate time in the received packet. For this reason, in a 
few months Kerlink will launch a new version of gateways with enhanced timestamps, 
ideal for geolocation.  
Two JSON configuration files inside the gateway contain several parameters to 
configure the RF transceiver and also to establish the connection with the server: 
Figure 3.6 rxpk JSON [19] 
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global.conf and local.conf. The program first looks for the global.conf and parses it, 
then searches for the next JSON file local.conf. If this file exists and some parameters 
are defined in both global and local configuration files, the local definition overwrites 
the global one. It includes the information about the subchannels in the 868 MHz band 
necessary for the communication with the end-node. Furthermore, the IP address of the 
server and also the ports (downlink and uplink) are in these files. The local 
configuration file should contain parameters that are specific to each gateway (MAC 
address, frequency for backhaul radio channels). In each configuration file, the program 
looks for a JSON object named SX1301_conf, which should contain the parameters for 
the Lora concentrator board (RF channels definition, modem parameters), and another 
JSON object called gateway_conf, which should contain the gateway parameters 
(gateway MAC address, IP address of the server, keep-alive time). An example of a 
JSON file is in the Appendix C as well. 
A SSH connection was established to log into the Linux system, which is running 
inside the gateway in order to set the binary file and the two JSON configuration files 
mentioned before. 
The gateway can be connected to the Internet in two different ways: with an 
Ethernet cable or with the embedded GSM module (a SIM card with a subscription 
needed). Some problems were experienced with the GSM module. When it is working 
with other gateways connected via Ethernet, their connection with the server is faster, so 
the packets received from the GSM module are discarded by the server because the 
delay is greater than 200 ms [20]. The server opens a window of 200 ms to receive all 
the packets with the same identifier starting when the first packet is received.  
 
 
3.3# Server#
The server was responsible for decoding data from the four gateways and 
transmitting it to the third-party application. It was important that the four packets from 
the different gateways, with the same payload but with different times, arrived at the 
server. The most relevant feature for the algorithm computation was the value of the 
time field in the JSON which was sent. 
Several options were tried before making a choice. First of all, the Loriot server, 
which was a first approach to realize and learn how the data was collected by a LoRa 
server. The main problem of this server is the impossibility of setting the custom binary 
file in the gateway, since it is given by Loriot. 
The second option was to set up an own LoRa network using the code designed 
by Petr Gotthard [21]. However, this server is unable to receive data from more than 
one packet because the deduplication is done just once. 
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Finally, the solution was The Things Network (TTN) server, since it is an open-
source platform and allows a wide variety of third-parties to be connected. Furthermore, 
more people are joining to this community and it has been growing in the recent years. 
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 display the interface in the TTN website when a device is 
registered and transmitting data. The cntr value is the identifier of the LoRa packet and 
the payload contains the GPS coordinates in the format explained in section 3.1.1. The 
interface is very useful to see the data that has been sent. However, if the goal is to 
process and analyze such information, a communication with a third-party is required. 
Thus, a MQTT client was used to forward the data to a java application. 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 TTN website interface 
Figure 3.8 TTN website interface with JSON 
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3.4# Application#
 The third-party application consisted mainly of two parts: a Java application and 
a MySQL database. The main function was to obtain the data from the server, parse it 
and insert it in the database for processing in the following step. 
 
3.4.1! Java!application!
As already stated, a MQTT client library [22] was used to establish the 
communication with the server. The MQTT is a machine-to-machine (M2M) 
connectivity protocol which is designed as an extremely lightweight publish and 
subscribe messaging transport. The TTN uses MQTT to publish device activations and 
messages, but also allows the user to publish a message for a specific device in 
response. Therefore, a subscription was done in the Java code to the desired topic with 
the suitable device identifier in order to obtain all packets from the gateways. 
The object-oriented Java code was composed by several classes to parse and 
manage the data from the server, as well as a JDBC driver to establish connection with 
the MySQL database. Figure 3.10 displays the UML Class Diagram, which describes 
the structure of the Java application: classes, attributes, methods and relationships 
among the objects. All the code can be found in the Appendix D. 
 
3.4.2! MySQL!Database!
Four tables were designed in the database in order to store all the data from the 
server: 
$! uplink_packets: All the packets received with the frequency, coding rate, data 
rate and modulation. 
$! activations: Activations done for the device together with the device address and 
the application eui. 
$! uplink_data: Raw data encoded in base 64 transmitted by the end-node. 
$! gateway_data: All the information from the gateways, including the time of the 
received packet and the GPS coordinates of the gateway. 
The structure of the database and all the data inserted during the tests, can be 
found in Appendix D. 
 
Figure 3.9 MySQL Database. gateway_data table example 
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Figure 3.10 UML Class Diagram 
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4!ALGORITHM!
 
 
4.1$ Overview$of$geolocation$techniques$
There are several techniques which can be used to estimate the position of the 
device, each one of them with different features. It is important to select the most 
suitable one depending on the known information from the end-node. The three most 
common methods used for performing the geolocation are triangulation, trilateration 
and multilateration.  
Triangulation uses angles of incidence of the signal received from the transmitter. 
A triangle is defined with two of them and the end-node position is estimated applying 
trigonometric formulas. 
Trilateration (Figure 4.1) requires the distance between the transmitter and the 
receiver, which can be obtained from the time of arrival (TOA), the time of flight (TOF) 
or from the received signal strength indicator (RSSI). Therefore, it requires 
synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver. The position is the 
intersection of the three circles obtained from the different distances. 
Multilateration (Figure 4.2) is quite similar to trilateration; however, the main 
feature to compute the location is the time difference of arrival (TDOA). The 
transmitters are synchronized to each other, whereas the receiver does not need to be. 
Thus, the location in this technique is the intersection of at least two hyperbolas (three 
antennas required). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Trilateration Figure 4.2 Multilateration 
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4.2$ Algorithm$Structure$
The tracking IoT system did not have synchronization with the end-node, only the 
gateways were synchronized with each other. Therefore, the information available was 
the time when the packet was received by each gateway. The TDOA was computed 
with this information and, for this reason, the multilateration algorithm was chosen. The 
RSSI was also known, so trilateration could also be applied. However, recent studies 
demonstrate a better accuracy using TDOA instead of RSSI [15]. 
The algorithm consisted in several phases, as shown in Figure 4.3: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
First of all, the calculation of the TDOA received from the four gateways. Then, 
outliers detection in the TDOA dataset due to erratic measurements, shadowing or 
multipath in the channel. Finally, the application of two different multilateration 
algorithms designed to estimate the position of the device: a non-iterative and an 
iterative algorithm. The techniques implemented in each block are explained in more 
detail in the following pages. 
It is important to note that the detection of outliers was only applied in the static 
spots. As it is explained in the next section (5. Test and results), three static spots were 
tested separately. Statistical techniques can be used since a big dataset of samples from 
each location is compared with the actual one. However, in “real-time” calculation, only 
one sample is compared with the true one. Some approaches averaging with neighbor 
samples could be done, but this is discussed as future work at the end of the project. 
 
Figure 4.3 Algorithm structure 
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4.3$ Extraction$of$TDOA$
The first step consisted in computing the TDOA based on a pair of UTC times. 
Therefore, once a packet was received from the end-node, four different UTC times 
(one from each gateway) were inserted into the database. Then, the TDOAs (tij) were 
calculated as follows: t"# = t" − t#&&&&&&&&&∀&i, j = 1: 4&&&&&j ≠ i (4.1) 
 
Therefore, twelve TDOAs were computed, but only six of them are useful since 
one is the the opposite from the other: 
 t"# = &−t#" (4.2) 
 
 
4.4$ Detection$of$Outliers$
According to Barnett and Lewis [23], an outlier is defined as “an observation 
which appears to be inconsistent with the remainder of that set of data”. Keeping 
outliers in a dataset can lead to wrong results, so it is important to detect the true 
outliers. However, in some cases it may not be possible to determine if an outlying 
point is bad data. 
There are different methods to detect outliers. The first one is the Grubbs’ test, 
which detects one outlier at a time assuming a normal distribution. The outlier is 
removed from the dataset and the test is iterated until no outliers are detected. However, 
it is suitable to detect a single outlier because if more outliers are present, a masking 
problem can occur. For instance, it is possible that there are two outliers, but they both 
increase the standard deviation so much that neither of them can be detected. 
The second one is the Tietjen-Moore test, which is a generalization of the Grubbs’ 
test to the case of multiple outliers. Nevertheless, it has a limitation: the number of 
outliers must be specified exactly. 
Finally, the Generalized Extreme Studentized Deviate (ESD) test is also a 
generalization of the Grubbs’ Test to the case of more than one outlier, but it does not 
require to know the number of them. This test only requires only an upper bound for the 
suspected number of outliers. Given the upper bound r, the Generalized ESD test 
performs r separate tests: a test for one outlier, a test for two outliers and so on up to r 
outliers. 
As the number of outliers was unknown, the Generalized ESD was applied to 
detect them in the six TDOA obtained before. A MATLAB library was used [24].  
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4.5$ NonBiterative$algorithm$
The non-iterative algorithm was based on using a linear multilateration technique 
to estimate the position. In order to do so, the following inputs were needed: the 
TDOAs and also the locations of the four gateways. 
The position over the globe can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) or 
in Geodetic coordinates (latitude, longitude and height). The first set of coordinates is 
useful for mathematical calculations and easier to manipulate, but not for providing 
understandable information. The second one provides understandable information, but it 
is useless for mathematical calculations. Therefore, the known Geodetic coordinates 
from the gateways could not be used directly into the algorithm and a transformation 
was needed. 
The structure of the algorithm is shown in the next figure (Figure 4.4): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.5.1! Coordinates!transformation!
The shape of the Earth is determined by the mean sea level surface, which is 
called geoid. This represents an equipotential surface corresponding to an overall 
absolute elevation of 0 meters. As it is quite complex to represent, ellipsoids are used as 
a mathematical reference to express positions over the Earth in an accessible way. 
These positions are called geodetic coordinates. There are several ellipsoids depending 
on how the quadratic error with respect to the geoid has been minimized:  
5! Global minimization of standard deviation like WGS-84 used in GPS. 
5! Local minimization adapted to a particular country or continent like ED50 
Europe, or NAD27 and NAD83 USA. 
The geodetic coordinates are latitude, longitude and ellipsoidal height (see Figure 
4.5 for more details about the height). 
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Figure 4.4 Non-iterative algorithm structure 
xgtw,*ygtw*
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Cartesian coordinates assume an origin at the Earth’s center of mass and rotate 
with the Earth. This is called as the Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) or conventional 
terrestrial coordinate system. The Cartesian coordinates are x, y and z. 
Figure 4.6 displays the Geodetic together with the Cartesian coordinates over the 
globe:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the one hand, the transformation from Cartesian to Geodetic coordinates was 
attained as follows [25]: 
 / = 0 + ℎ ∗ 4567 ∗ 4568&9 = 0 + ℎ ∗ 4567 ∗ 6:;8&< = 0 ∗ 1 − => + ℎ ∗ 6:;7 (4.3) 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Geoid surfaces 
Figure 4.6 Geodetic and Cartesian coordinates 
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Where&0& is the radius of curvature in the primer vertical, ℎ is the ellipsoidal 
height, => is the first numeric eccentricity, 7 is the longitude and 8 is the latitude. 
 
0 = ?1 − => ∗ 6:;>7 (4.4) 
 
=> = ?> − @>?>  (4.5) 
 
The ellipsoids are defined by their semi-major&(a) and semi-minor axis&(b). The 
WGS-84 was selected since all the coordinates from the gateways are referred to this 
ellipsoid and it is the one used in GPS. The values of the axis are:  
 ? = &6378137&I&@ = 6356752,314&I! (4.6) 
 
On the other hand, the reverse transformation does not produce a closed formula 
for the longitude. However, Bowring presented a closed one, which is the following 
[25]: 
 
8 = L?;MN /9 (4.7) 
 
7 = L?;MN < + (=O)> ∗ @ ∗ 6:;PQR − => ∗ ? ∗ 456PQ  (4.8) 
 
Where (=O)> is the second numeric eccentricity, and Q and R are defined as: 
 
=O > = =>1 − => (4.9) 
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Q = L?;MN < ∗ ?R ∗ @ (4.10) 
 R = /> + 9> (4.11) 
 
4.5.2! Linear!multilateration!!
Once the coordinates from the gateways were transformed to Cartesian, the linear 
multilateration algorithm could be applied. The gateways coordinates were denoted 
as& /S, 9S  and the unknown position of the end-device as /, 9 . The scenario was the 
following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The distances from each gateway to the end-node were defined as: TS = / − /S > + (9 − 9S)>&&&&&&&&∀&i = 1: 4 (4.12) 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Scenario of the algorithm 
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In order to create the system of equations, the time of a gateway had to be selected 
as a reference. Then, the differential distances between the reference gateway and the 
others were: 
 USN = TS − TN = 4V ∗ LSN&&&&&&&∀&i = 2: 4 (4.13) 
 
Where cV is the speed of the light: 299792458 m/s 
In the end, after applying some mathematic techniques, the problem was to solve 
a system of linear equations, since four gateways were used. In the case of doing the 
algorithm with three gateways, the equations are non-linear. The entire procedure and 
demonstrations are in the Appendix A. Therefore, the system to resolve was: 
 
−2 ∗ (/> − /N) −2 ∗ (9> − 9N) −2 ∗ U>N−2 ∗ (/P − /N) −2 ∗ (9P − 9N) −2 ∗ UPN−2 ∗ (/X − /N) −2 ∗ (9X − 9N) −2 ∗ UXN ∗
/9TN = −/>
> − 9>> + U>N> + /N> + 9N>−/P> − 9P> + UPN> + /N> + 9N>−/X> − 9X> + UXN> + /N> + 9N>  (4.14) 
 
 The unknown variables were /, 9 and TN. Considering TN as unknown made the 
procedure to solve the problem easy (linear equations). This algorithm was applied four 
times, each one changing the reference gateway. Therefore, four different Cartesian 
coordinates were estimated and the optimum one was an average of the previous four, 
since the values were close. 
Finally, the estimated position of the end-node /, 9  was transformed to Geodetic 
coordinates to compute the error and display it in a map. 
 
 
4.6$ Iterative$algorithm$
 
4.6.1! Haversine!formula!
The iterative algorithm arose from the possibility of committing errors in the 
calculation of distances using Cartesian coordinates in the previous method. There are 
two types of distances in navigation (Figure 4.8 and 4.9): 
5! Loxodrome or rhumb line: The path between two points which crosses 
meridians with the same angle. In a 2D projection (like Mercator), the distance 
is a straight line. 
5! Orthodrome or great circle: The shortest distance between two points over the 
globe. 
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The radio waves follow the shortest distance, the curvature of the Earth, so the “correct” 
way to compute the distances should be using the great circle one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hence, a new proposal was designed with the goal of always working with 
Geodetic coordinates. This new technique was based on the Haversine formula to 
compute the distance between two points over the globe. Considering the coordinates of 
a point A as (8Y, 7Y) and a point B as (8Z, 7Z), the distance between them would be: 
 T[(\Y, \Z) = ] ∗ 4 (4.15) 
 
Where R is the Earth’s radius at the suitable latitude (8) and 4 is a variable 
defined as: 
] = (?> ∗ 4568)> + (@> ∗ 6:;8)>(? ∗ 4568)> + (@ ∗ 6:;8)> &&&&& (4.16) 
 4 = 2 ∗ ?L?;2( ^, 1 − ^) (4.17) 
 
Where atan2 is the arctangent function with two arguments and ^ is: 
^ = 6:;> ∆82 + 4568Y ∗ 4568Z ∗ 6:;> ∆72 &
 
(4.18) 
 
Figure 4.8 Distances over the globe Figure 4.9 Distances over a 2D projection 
? = semi-major axis WGS-84 @ = semi-menor axis WGS-84 
 
∆8 = 8Z − 8Y& ∆7 = 7Z − 7Y  
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4.6.2! NonAlinear!multilateration!
The structure of the iterative algorithm was the following (Figure 4.10): 
 
 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
 
 
 
The first step was to create a grid of possible latitude (Λ) and longitude (Φ) 
values of the end-node. As the region where the movement of the end-node was known, 
the values were restricted to this area. The scenario was the same as in the non-iterative 
algorithm (Figure 4.7), but the procedure to follow was different. Therefore, two 
matrices of b&samples were created: 
 
Λ = & 8N ⋯ 8d⋮ ⋱ ⋮8N ⋯ 8d &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&Φ = & 7N ⋯ 7N⋮ ⋱ ⋮7d ⋯ 7d  (4.19) 
 
Then, for all possible latitude and longitude values, the distances from each of the 
four gateway to the end-node were computed: 
 TS = T[S(g?L=h?9S, ;5T=)&&&&&&&&∀&i = 1: 4 (4.20) 
 
The next step consisted in calculating the three values of the differential distances 
with the TDOAs: 
 UNS = 4V ∗ LNS&&&&&&&∀&i = 2: 4 (4.21) 
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Figure 4.10 Iterative algorithm structure 
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It is important to notice that the previous values were scalars, since the TDOAs 
were scalars as well. The error (ΕNS) for each differential distance was computed and the 
final error was the sum of the previous three: 
 
ΕNS = Tj1 − Tj: − U1: &&&&&&&∀&i = 2: 4 (4.22) 
 
Εk = ΕNSXSl>  (4.23) 
 
The optimum values of latitude (8) and longitude&(7) were selected by finding the 
minimum on the final error matrix. The error m was also saved for the final step: 
 (8, 7, m) = min&(Εk)! (4.24) 
!
!
As in the non-iterative algorithm, this procedure was carried out three more times 
changing the reference gateway. Consequently, four possible values of latitude and 
longitude were candidates. Unlike in the previous method, the optimum pair of values 8pqr, 7pqr &was selected comparing the error in each of the four cases. Again, the one 
with the minimum error was chosen: 
 (8pqr, 7pqr) = min&(m) (4.25) 
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5!TESTS!AND!RESULTS!
 
 
5.1$ Test$spots$
The gateways were distributed around the area taking into account some aspects. 
First of all, they had to form a four-sided polygon, each side with a length of around 2 
or 3 km. The location was also selected according to the altitude, since the higher the 
antenna, the larger the coverage. This improves the sensitivity of the device, because if 
the height of the antenna is doubled, a gain of 6 dB is achieved considering the flat 
Earth model. Therefore, the positions of the gateways were the following (Figure 5.1): 
5! DTU (1): One gateway set permanently on the roof of the 344 building at DTU. 
5! Virum (2): One gateway located at the top of a high building in Virum. 
5! Bagsværd (3): Another one set on the roof of a house in Bagsværd, in front of 
the lake. 
5! Nybrovej (4): The last one located on the roof of a house near Nybrovej street. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Map of the gateways and spots 
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Some places were tested in order to find the best spots to receive data from the 
four gateways. The end-node was switched on all the time and the java application was 
running as well. All the information about the coordinates from the GPS receiver and 
the received time by each gateway were inserted in the MySQL database. The number 
of gateways receiving packets from the end-node were checked until a suitable place 
was found. The previous figure (Figure 5.1) also shows the selected static locations, 
which were the following ones: 
5! Lyngby building (A): Located at the highest floor of a high building. 454 
samples were recorded. 
5! Bagsværd (B): Location set in front of the lake, next to a gateway (3). 1728 
samples were received. 
5! Lyngby lake (C): The most centered spot, in the center of the four gateways. 168 
samples were inserted in the database. 
The two different algorithms were applied in the three spots separately, as well as 
in all of them together with the other samples recorded in the “real-time” manner. As it 
is also explained in section 4.2, the detection of outliers was carried out only in the three 
static spots. 
 
 
5.2$ Extraction$of$TDOA$
The following figures show the results of the TDOA calculation: the values of the 
acquired samples and their probability distribution. 
Figure 5.2 displays the difference between two received times from two gateways 
in a temporal scale (identifiers of the packets). The actual value of the TDOA is also 
plotted in a red line which was computed before using the true position of the end-node 
in the spot. Therefore, all the obtained samples should be near this red line. However, 
one point is far from the real value, so it is a potential outlier. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 TDOA extraction 
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Figure 5.3 proves that the probability distribution of the TDOA can be considered 
as Gaussian. The samples are distributed around the actual TDOA, also plotted in the 
figure. The possible outlier is also present at approximately -10-4. 
This is just one of the examples of TDOA extraction. All the plots of the Lyngby 
spot can be found in Appendix F. The rest can be created by using the mainScript.m file 
in the Appendix E. 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3$ Detection$of$Outliers$
The goal in this step was to remove the potential outliers in order to improve 
accuracy. The value that restricts how far the outliers are is the s parameter, called 
significance level, since it has influence in setting the upper bound. In other words, it is 
the probability of incorrectly reject outliers. 
The optimum value of s was computed for the three different locations. The 
procedure to do so was the same for each spot. At first, for each alpha value, the mean 
of the TDOAs was plotted without the rejected outliers and the results were compared 
with the other five TDOAs. As it can be seen in Figure 5.4, the optimum value for t24 
should be from 0.071 to 0.412, when the mean is closer to the actual TDOA. Therefore, 
if the alpha value is higher, which means rejecting more outliers, the mean can get 
worse again. 
 
Figure 5.3 Probability distribution of TDOA 
Figure 5.4 Average TDOA vs alpha 
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The results for each TDOA and each spot were obtained and the optimum was 
selected, as shown in Table 5.1: 
 
! Lyngby!building!(A)! Bagsværd!(B)! Lyngby!lake!(C)!
t19t2! 0,387* 0,126* [0*5>*0,38]*
t19t3! 0,082* 0,192* 0,061*/*0,293*
t19t4! no*changes* [0*5>*0,055]* 0,039*
t29t3! 0,435* no*changes* [0*5>*0,522]*
t29t4! [0,071*5>*0,412]* [0*5>*0,099]*or*0,136* [0,039*5>*0,082]*/*0,269*/*0,468*
t39t4! [0*5>*0,098]* 0,676* [0*5>*0,133]*
Optimum! 0,082* 0,676* 0,293*
 
Table 5.1 Alpha values 
 
The ideal case should be having approximately the same number in the first six 
rows for each location. However, this was not the case and the optimum one was 
discovered by using the trial and error method: selecting the one that provided a better 
accuracy. 
 The outliers were removed from the dataset. The following figures (Figure 5.5 
and 5.6) show the improvement made with that procedure. The samples that were far 
away from the actual TDOA were disappeared. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5 TDOA extraction without outliers 
Figure 5.6 Probability distribution of TDOA without outliers 
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5.4$ NonBiterative$algorithm$
In order to obtain some results from the estimated coordinates, the Mean Absolute 
Localization Error (MALE) was computed. The error consists in comparing the distance 
(error) between two coordinates using the Haversine formula, one versus one, and then 
doing the average of the whole distance error dataset. 
For the case using all samples, the coordinates were compared with the ones 
acquired from the GPS receiver, since the position could change anytime. However, for 
the static spots, the comparison was done with the actual position of the device to avoid 
possible errors from the GPS.  
Table 5.2 presents the results of the MALE in all the scenarios. In the first row, 
the overall dataset is used, while in the second row the outliers are removed. The error is 
fairly lower without outliers, although in the Bagsværd spot it is almost the same. 
 
! All! Lyngby!building!(A)! Bagsværd!(B)! Lyngby!lake!(C)!
MALE! 9,58*km* 5,54*km* 10,72*km* 9,76*km*
MALE!9!No!
outliers!TDOA!
5* 5,46*km* 10,71*km* 9,67*km*
Table 5.2 Non-iterative algorithm MALE 
 
The previous values were pretty poor, so the mean estimator -also called sample 
mean- was computed to improve the results: 
 
LSt = 1b LStudulN  (5.1) 
 
Where LStu is the value of the TDOA LSt for the sample ^, and b is the size of the LSt&dataset. In this way, the algorithm only used the mean estimator of each TDOA. The 
results were much better (Table 5.3). 
 
! Lyngby!building!(A)! Bagsværd!(B)! Lyngby!lake!(C)!
ALE!9!Sample!mean!
TDOA!
167*m* 89*m* 427*m*
ALE!9!No!outliers,!
Sample!mean!TDOA!
116*m* 65*m* 206*m*
Table 5.3 Non-iterative algorithm ALE. Sample mean. 
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5.5$ Iterative$algorithm$
The grid of latitude and longitude coordinates was created near the area delimited 
by the gateways, as can be seen in Figure 5.7. The iterative algorithm tested all the 
possible values inside this region. The step between latitude and longitude values was 
configured to 0.0001 degrees, which means around 11 meters of precision at the 
equator, increasing towards the poles [26]. 
 
 
 
The MALE (Table 5.4) was computed in the same manner as in the previous 
algorithm. The results were better because the possible values of latitude and longitude 
were always inside the grid. 
 
! All! Lyngby!building!(A)! Bagsværd!(B)! Lyngby!lake!(C)!
MALE! 1,16*km* 1,39*km* 1,09*km* 1,15*km*
MALE!9!No!
outliers!TDOA!
5* 1,38*km* 1,08*km* 1,12*km*
Table 5.4 Iterative algorithm MALE 
 
 
Figure 5.7 Grid area iterative algorithm 
2* 1*
4*
3*
B*
C*
A*
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The sample mean improved the accuracy of the results, as it is shown in Table 5.5. 
Removing outliers had a big impact when averaging, since the difference was larger. 
 
 
! Lyngby!building!(A)! Bagsværd!(B)! Lyngby!lake!(C)!
ALE!9!Sample!mean!
TDOA! 167*m* 175*m* 136*m*
ALE!9!No!outliers,!
Sample!mean!TDOA!
119*m* 127*m* 114*m*
Table 5.5 Iterative algorithm ALE. Sample mean. 
 
 
5.6$ Required$samples$
The number of required samples to make the device real-time was estimated. Four 
thresholds were determined as the maximum allowed error in distance: 50 m, 100 m, 
500 m and 1000 m. 
The thresholds were transformed to the time domain because the data to be 
processed was the six different TDOAs, and not the estimated position. The approach 
was to define these thresholds using the typical formula to convert distance to time: 
 
LStv[ = Tv[4V &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&4V ≡ 6R==T&5x&Lℎ=&y:gℎL (5.2) 
 
The probability density function of the sample mean estimators was Gaussian, so 
each t"# was assumed to be a Normal random variable N({"#, σ"#>). The mean ({"#) was the 
actual value of t"# and the variance (σ"#>) was considered as the variance of the sample 
set. Therefore, both values were known. From now on, the random variable t"# is 
defined as T with mean { and variance σ>. T&was normalized, obtaining a random 
variable Z whose probability distribution is clearly a normal standard one: 
 
 = &T − ÄÅ/ ; &≡ b(0,1) (5.3) 
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A 95% confidence interval was defined, so Ñ = 0.95. The upper bound and lower 
bound (<) were the quantiles <(Náà)/> of the standard normal distribution (Figure 5.8). 
Then, the next equation was solved in order to find the number of required samples ;: 
 
 \ â − Ä < LStv[ ≥ 0.95 (5.4) 
 \ â − Ä < LStv[ = \ −LStv[ < â − Ä < LStv[ =&= &\ −LStv[Å/ ; < â − ÄÅ/ ; < LStv[Å/ ; = \ −< <  < <  (5.5) 
 
< = LStv[Å/ ;&; = < ∗ ÅLStv[ > (5.6) 
 
 
 
The expression above (5.6) was the final formula to find the number of samples, 
where < was 1.96, since Ñ was 0.95. Different values of ; were obtained from the six 
TDOAs. The worst case (the largest value) was the final solution. Table 5.6 shows the 
results for each spot considering all the dataset. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Standard normal distribution 
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! Lyngby!building!(A)! Bagsværd!(B)! Lyngby!lake!(C)!
50!m! 5637* 2003* 41457*
100!m! 1410* 501* 10366*
500!m! 57* 21* 415*
1000!m! 15* 6* 104*
Table 5.6 Number of required samples 
 
The interpretation of the results is the following: the estimated mean with ; 
samples is inside the defined interval with a probability of 95%. For instance, in the 
Lyngby building spot, the error obtained from the mean estimator computed with 57 
samples will be below 500 meters in 95% of the cases. 
The number of required samples calculated using the dataset without outliers is 
shown in Table 5.7: 
 
! Lyngby!building!(A)! Bagsværd!(B)! Lyngby!lake!(C)!
50!m! 1838* 1929* 2297*
100!m! 460* 483* 575*
500!m! 19* 20* 23*
1000!m! 5* 5* 6*
Table 5.7 Number of required sample without outliers 
 
Less samples were needed because the standard deviation was lower due to the 
removed outliers. Taking the same example as before, 19 instead of 57 samples were 
needed to obtain an error of 500 meters. 
 
 
5.7$ Required$time$
Another important matter was to know the required time to transmit the ; samples 
previously computed. This time was mainly limited by the duty cycle and the low data 
rate of LoRa: the lower the data rate, the larger the required time. 
The first step was to compute the time needed to transmit a single packet [27]: 
âåçéè = 2êkëí = 2ì125&^j< = 1,024&I6 (5.7) 
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âqîïñéèóï = ;qîïñéèóï + 4,25 ∗ âåçéè = 8 + 4,25 ∗ 1,024 = 12,544&I6 (5.8) 
 
âqñçópñò = âåçéè ∗ \ = âåçéè ∗ 8 + I?/ 4=:y 8\ô − 4öõ + 28 + 164 öõ − 2Uú ù] + 4 , 0= 1,024 ∗ 8 + 35 = 44,032&I6& (5.9) 
 âqñûuïr = âqîïñéèóï + âqñçópñò = 12,544 + 44,032 = 56,576&I6 (5.10) 
 
 
The following values were taken:  
! Description! Value!
SF! Spreading*Factor* 7*
BW! Bandwidth*of*the*signal* 125*kHz*ü†°¢£§•¶¢! Number*of*programmed*preamble*symbols* 8*
PL! Number*of*payload*bytes* 13*+*1*bytes*
DE! Low*data*rate*optimization*enabled*(1),*otherwise*0* 1*
CR! Coding*Rate:* 4/5*5>*1*
Table 5.8 Values transmission 
 
 
Kerlink gateways use eight different subchannels: three with a duty cycle of 1% 
and five with a duty cycle of 0.1%. Applying the formula of the duty cycle, the 
unavailable time for each subchannel is (âpßß): 
 
âpßß = âñSî ∗ 1U®L9ù94y= − 1  (5.11) 
 
Where T©"™ is the time required to transmit a single packet T´ ©¨≠ÆØ. The following 
results were obtained: âpßßN% = 5,601&6 and âpßßV,N% = 56,519&6. 
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A program was designed in order to estimate the time taking into account the 
previous values of the duty cycles and considering a processed time between 
transmissions null. The following results were obtained: 
 
! Lyngby!building!(A)! Bagsværd!(B)! Lyngby!lake!(C)!
50!m! 2,7*h* 1,1*h* 19*h*
100!m! 50*min* 17*min* 5*h*
500!m! 85*s* 28*s* 13*min*
1000!m! 17*s* 0.4*s* 164*s*
Table 5.9 Required time 
 
 
! Lyngby!building!(A)! Bagsværd!(B)! Lyngby!lake!(C)!
50!m! 1*h* 1*h* 1,25*h*
100!m! 15*min* 16*min* 20*min*
500!m! 23*s* 22,8*s* 28,5*s*
1000!m! 0,28*s* 0,28*s* 0,4*s*
Table 5.10 Required time without outliers 
 
 
Considering the same example as before, 85 seconds should be needed to obtain 
an error of 500 meters and 23 seconds without outliers. However, a real-time device 
with an accuracy of 50 meters is not feasible, since in the best case would require 1 
hour. 
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6!CONCLUSIONS!
 
 
New applications for Internet of Things in LPWANs are arising in the recent years 
due to the attractive features that it provides, such as low cost, low power consumption, 
low data rate and long range. For instance, LoRa geolocation, which aims to face the 
drawbacks of the GPS using IoT. 
In this thesis, a whole IoT tracking system was designed and implemented in 
order to present accuracy results using the LoRa technology. The two designed 
algorithms demonstrated that it can be feasible to locate a device in a static spot with an 
accuracy of around 100 meters. However, for a real-time tracking application it can only 
be seen as a first approach, and not as a usable one. 
In general, the results of the iterative algorithm were better because the potential 
solutions of geodetic coordinates were restricted to a specific area. Nevertheless, the 
computational resources needed in such algorithm are much higher since all the 
coordinates are tested. But, as the algorithm is in the server site, this should not suppose 
any problem because the available resources there are unlimited. 
The Generalized ESD test allowed to detect the main outliers to improve the 
accuracy. However, this was a difficult task because the alpha parameters were not the 
same for all three different scenarios and it would be difficult to implement in a usable 
device. 
The mean estimator clearly enhanced the results and both algorithms presented 
approximately the same values. 460 samples would be necessary to estimate a position 
with an accuracy of 100 meters in order to make it a real-time device. This is quite 
difficult to achieve due to the limitations in the duty cycle. The device would require 15 
minutes to transmit those 460 samples. Therefore, some improvements must be 
implemented in order to make this device real-time. 
The enhancements should not only be done in the algorithm, but also in the 
gateways, since they are responsible for recording the time when the packet is received. 
The clock of the Kerlink gateways was not intended for using in geolocation techniques, 
so the company will launch a new version with a faster clock in a few months. This will 
probably allow to obtain an accurate time. Another solution could be to increase the 
number of gateways in order to increase the number of TDOA and consequently 
improve the accuracy. However, this would require to deploy more antennas, which 
would increase the cost of the system. 
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Another problem is the multipath of the signal, which causes wrong 
measurements of the TDOAs. Gateways do not always receive the direct path of the 
signal due to the reflections with terrestrial objects like buildings, forests or mountains. 
The ability to resolve this phenomenon depends on the bandwidth of the signal. If the 
bandwidth is large, the resolution is better and vice versa. The bandwidth employed in 
LoRa is small (125 kHz), so the recorded times in the gateways can be the time of a 
multipath signal instead of the direct one. 
 
 
6.1$ Future$work$
As a future development of the system, it would be interesting to work on 
different parts: the hardware, the algorithm and the third-party application. 
The hardware could be improved by designing an embedded board with the 
LoRaWAN module and also by adding an accelerometer to detect movement. For 
instance, the frequency of sending packets to the server could be modified according to 
the movement of the device. If the device is still, there is no need of transmitting a lot of 
information. As a low power consumption device, a power supply could be designed 
using solar cells or the movement of the wheels in bicycles. In this way, the user would 
not need to recharge the battery and it would become an autonomous system. 
Regarding the algorithm, other lines could be followed to improve the results. 
First of all, Machine Learning techniques like Decision Tree, Naive Bayes or Support 
Vector Machine could be applied to combine TDOAs with RSSI measurements. Low 
values of RSSI might mean that the received signal is not the direct path and can be 
discarded. In this case, a large dataset would be needed in order to divide it in three 
different groups: one for training, one for validating and one for assessing the suggested 
model. In order to improve the accuracy in “real-time”, the k-Nearest Neighbors 
technique could be used, since it processes closer samples. The Haversine formula used 
in the non-iterative algorithm can be substituted by the Vicenty formula which is more 
accurate. 
The first step as a future work for the third-party application is to rewrite the 
MATLAB code into Java code in order to run the software in real-time. Then, it could 
incorporate a user interface to display the device and allow the user to track it. Using the 
Google Maps API and a simple JavaScript running in a local server as a first approach is 
quite straight forward. Finally, a smartphone application to communicate with the 
device could be created as well with some extra features. 
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8!APPENDIX!A.!LINEAR!MULTILATERATION!
ALGORITHM!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The distances from each gateway to the end-node were defined as: 
 TS = / − /S > + (9 − 9S)>&&&&&&&&∀&i = 1: 4 
 
Considering gateway 1 as a reference, the differential distances between the 
reference gateway and the others were: 
 USN = TS − TN = 4VLSN&&&&&&&∀&i = 2: 4 
 
Figure 8.1 Scenario of the algorithm 
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Where cV is the speed of the light: 299792458 m/s 
The system of linear equations was formulated as follows: 
 T> − TN = 4 L> − LN = U>NTP − TN = 4 LP − LN = UPNTX − TN = 4 LX − LN = UXN &&→ && T> = U>N + TNTP = UPN + TNTX = UXN + TN & T>> = U>N + TN > = U>N> + TN> + 2U>NTNTP> = UPN + TN > = UPN> + TN> + 2UPNTNTX> = UXN + TN > = UXN> + TN> + 2UXNTN 
 / − /> > + 9 − 9> > = U>N> + / − /N > + 9 − 9N > + 2U>NTN/ − /P > + 9 − 9P > = UPN> + / − /N > + 9 − 9N > + 2UPNTN/ − /X > + 9 − 9X > = UXN> + / − /N > + 9 − 9N > + 2UXNTN 
 /> + />> − 2//> + 9> + 9>> − 299> = U>N> + /> + /N> − 2//N + 9> + 9N> − 299N + 2U>NTN/> + /P> − 2//P + 9> + 9P> − 299P = UPN> + /> + /N> − 2//N + 9> + 9N> − 299N + 2UPNTN/> + /X> − 2//X + 9> + 9X> − 299X = UXN> + /> + /N> − 2//N + 9> + 9N> − 299N + 2UXNTN  
 / −2/> + 2/N + 9 −29> + 29N + TN −2U>N = −/>> − 9>> + U>N> + /N> + 9N>/ −2/P + 2/N + 9 −29P + 29N + TN −2UPN = −/P> − 9P> + UPN> + /N> + 9N>/ −2/X + 2/N + 9 −29X + 29N + TN −2UXN = −/X> − 9X> + UXN> + /N> + 9N>  
 −2(/> − /N) −2(9> − 9N) −2U>N−2(/P − /N) −2(9P − 9N) −2UPN−2(/X − /N) −2(9X − 9N) −2UXN ∗
/9TN = −/>
> − 9>> + U>N> + /N> + 9N>−/P> − 9P> + UPN> + /N> + 9N>−/X> − 9X> + UXN> + /N> + 9N>  
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9!APPENDIX!B,!C,!D,!E,!F!
 
 
 
The rest of the appendices can be found in the attached file Appendices.zip. Each 
appendix contains the following: 
5! Appendix B. End-node: Waspmote code, and LoRaWAN and GPS C++ 
custom libraries. 
5! Appendix C. Gateway: Binary file (gps_auto), raw C code, two configuration 
JSONs and cross compilation steps. 
5! Appendix D. Application: Java code and also the structure of the database 
(localizationDataBase.sql) and the recorded data. 
5! Appendix E. Matlab: Matlab code to obtain the results. The main file is 
mainScript.m. 
5! Appendix F. Lyngby Spot results: Plots of the Lyngby spot. 
